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he theme of the PSONS 15th Annual Cancer Nursing Symposium
challenges us to integrate innovation into the building of our future.
As we cope with the changes in health
care and stay current with new treatments and technologies, we must
remember what is the health
of nursing’s future? We must
integrate caring to preserve
our future. Innovation and
technology alone will not
guarantee nursing’s future.
According to Patricia
Benner,“... caring is primary because it sets up
the condition where help
can be given and help can
be received.” (1) Think back
to whenever you decided to
be a nurse and recall what your
reasons were. Not too long ago, I
learned that for me the decision was
made in the fourth grade. My mother had
saved an essay I wrote, and in my fourth
grade style I described wanting to be a
nurse to care for other people. I wrote
not about the physical care, but the emotional, interpersonal relationship.
Caring has always been central to my
definition of nursing. It is the foundation
upon which I have added my scientific
knowledge and clinical skills. It is the
source of my deepest feeling of satisfaction in the work we do.
Madelaine Leininger wrote that caring “... is one of the most crucial and

essential ingredients for health, human
development, human relatedness, wellbeing, and survival.”(2) Although the scientifically researched knowledge base of
caring is limited, there are studies that
indicate we cannot take for granted that
what we do is perceived by patients and
families as being cared for.

In the oncology literature, Patricia
Larson has researched caring behaviors
as defined by patients being treated
for cancer and by the nurses caring for
them. (3) Her results, which she shared at
a PSONS Symposium several years ago,
showed that how patients rank caring behaviors differs from what nurses
perceive as caring behaviors. Deborah
Mayer repeated this study with similar
results. (4) Caring remains somewhat
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of a nebulous term, but if I may adapt
from Margo McCaffery,“Caring is what
the patient says it is.” Our challenge is
to find out what that is and to care for
the patient by his or her definition.This
begins simply by beginning a relationship in which, as Benner said, help can
be given and received.
In my current position, as well as past
management roles, I have had many
opportunities to learn from patients
and families about what caring is not.
Any of you who have dealt with “complaints” have had similar experiences.
As I have listened to complaints through
the years, I have noted that typically the
technical skills or scientific knowledge
are not the focus of the complaint.
Commonly, it is the interpersonal events between the patient
and family, which is the source
of dissatisfaction. Caring,
which allows us to form a
union with another person,
seems to be missing. Patient
and family descriptions of
events that symbolized “not
caring” have included:
• the nurse not introducing
her or himself
• the nurse not telling what is
going to happen
• the nurse giving the impression
of leaving the room upon entering
the room
• the nurse not listening
• the nurse being in a hurry, being
		 abrupt, being rude
A number of environmental factors
can make caring difficult but should not
make caring impossible. Some of those
factors which impact and challenge us
are:
• Whatever the health care institution
in which we work, it has become more
and more complex. We deal with complicated internal bureaucracies, made
Continued on page 3
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Present, and Future

Lenise Taylor

Bob Chapman, RN, MN, CCRN

PSONS President
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his message is my call to the membership to help guide
PSONS into the next year and beyond.
National political elections have passed, but ONS and
PSONS elections are coming soon. I have been privileged to
work with a wonderful Board this year and would like to thank
all of them for their efforts to keep PSONS a strong and viable
chapter that hopefully is meeting the needs of its members. We
will be having elections for three positions this year, PresidentElect, Secretary and Treasurer. Each of the positions is a two
year commitment. Current Board vacancies include Newsletter
editor and Health Policy Liason. If
you are interested in learning more
about a position or are interested in
a position, please contact Nominating Chair Kay Lynn Walz at PSONSnominating@gmail.com.
The PSONS Board members have
also worked hard to update our
Bylaws to reflect current practices
as well as support changes made by
ONS National. The Bylaws will need
to be approved by you, our membership, at Election time as well.
Within the Bylaws is a creation
Lenise Taylor
of two new “Members at Large”
positions. The positions will not be responsible for a specific
committee, but will be a way to represent our members and
learn more about the PSONS Leadership structure. These are
elected positions similar to the ONS Directors at Large positions. We will discuss these more at Symposium during the
Business Meeting before we put out a call for people who
might be interested in running for the positions.
Thank you to Bob Chapman, editor for the Quarterly, who
will put his editing pen away after this issue. I am particularly
struck by his theme of Past, Present and Future for this edition
after the work he has done with the Quarterly. Under his tenure, he undertook a two year project to archive all past issues
of the Quarterly. He was able to find almost all issues dating
back to 1978, except for a few. They can be found on the Website in the Newsletter tab. Bob also updated the Banner for the
Quarterly after submitting the winning PSONS logo. I feel the
Newsletter is well-poised for the next editor to take it into the
future. The ONS award for the Newsletter is recognition of a
job well done. Thank you, Bob.
I close with a heartfelt ‘thank you’ again to the PSONS Board.
Your work and support have made my time as President a
wonderful experience.
n
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s a child growing up in Kentucky, I was raised in
a home filled with stories of the past, present, and
future. We did not always communicate in dialogue,
but often communicated in stories. I seemed to have
picked up at an early age that storytelling was not only
fanciful tales of adventure whereby wit reigned victorious
over brawn, or where a person’s faith helped them to win
the fight against a “haint” in their home, but stories were
also the voices of your ancestors speaking directly to you
– to guide and show you the right path to take. So, stories
have a certain kind of power. Stories can make us laugh
and make us cry; they help us envision hope when all appears lost; they can lead us to fall in love; and stories assist
us with the ability to feel compassion for others. Twelve
years ago, I had the privilege to write about a profound
life event that changed the way I practice nursing. Humbly, I am going to share one of my stories with the PSONS
Quarterly readers.
I could hear the phone ringing as I ran up the staircase.The wooden steps creaked under the weight of
my exhausted (tired) feet. I dropped my bags of holiday
shopping at the door and fumbled with my keys. Nearly
breathless, I rushed to the phone and answered wearily,
“Hello.”“Bobby,” came my mother’s voice, strained by her
own labored breathing,“Bobby” she repeated.“I’m so tired.
I can’t do this anymore. I need you to tell the doctor to
stop - to leave me alone - to let me go.” In that gut wrenching moment, I knew…my mother was ready to die. I knew
this day was coming, but I had not expected it arrive so
soon. I stood achingly alone in my home. I wanted to be
sure that she was not alone. No one should die alone.
Mom told me that my sister Samantha was with her in the
emergency room. I remember feeling grateful.“Mom” I said
while fighting back my tears and my agony.“You know that
I’ll do whatever you need me to do. I love you very much.”
She faded away with - “Mom loves you too.”After saying
good-bye, I told the emergency room doctor to respect her
wishes.“Thirty days has September, April, June and November,” her voice -locked in my memory - keeps time like a
metronome. On November 30, 2001, my best friend - my
mother - died.The death of my mother changed the way
that I practice nursing.
Saying good-bye to my mom was one of the most crucial
parts of the grieving process. Saying good-bye was the first
acknowledgment that it was time to let go, but more importantly it allowed me to fully see the impact of her life
on me. Grieving remains one of the most misunderstood
and neglected growth processes a person can go through.
Continued on page 9
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more complicated by the external ones.
One sign of the increased complexity
is the documentation requirements we
face daily. Nurses who do not want to
engage in a relationship with a patient
may use the excuse of “paperwork”
as a legitimate reason not to be at the
bedside.
• A decade of escalating health care
costs in the face of increasing agency
regulation may result in denial of the
care we want to provide the patient.
• Headlines in the paper, letters to
the editor, magazines, and
the nightly news remind us
daily of what is wrong with
the industry in which we
have chosen to work.
• Technology and scientific advances have brought
us to new frontiers in the
care of patients. In one of
my earliest nursing classes,
a professor described what
nursing would look like at
the end of the century. She
predicted that the nurse
would be a primary care
giver located predominantly in the community
setting. Hospitals would be
all critical care and technology, including robotics,
would have the primary connection to
the patients. She envisioned a minimal
role for the professional nurse, but saw
a new generation of nurse technicians
being the hospital nurse. What impresses me is that I am seeing scenarios that
match this prediction although they are
still infrequent.
• Ethical dilemmas confront us not
only in our practice setting but in the
media.Two recent controversies, assisted suicide for terminally ill patients and
xenografts (animal organ transplants),
raises more questions than give answers.
Such issues will lead to interesting coalitions of interest groups.
• The new administration has brought
our country to a consensus point that
change must occur and high on the
list is health care reform.The American
Nurses Association has proposed that
Nursing’s Agenda for Health Care Re-

form be implemented. However, it will
be several months before we see what
Clinton’s team will propose.
These are just a few of the environmental factors that affect us on a regular
basis, but our daily focus is the patient
and family drawn out in a blueprint; it is
more like a kaleidoscope, ever changing,
forming new patterns. We must recognize the privilege we have in sharing in
the human experience. We participate
in events from birth to death, from the
dramatic to the ordinary, from intimate
to detached.

I’d like to share with you part of a letter I received about a nurse in the medical intensive care unit.The patient had
aggressive therapy for cancer and after
her death her husband wrote a thank
you for the care she received.
“Amy was Kathy’s primary nurse.
Her skills and care were unsurpassed.
I could write an epistle about her and
not do her justice, but I can convey
my feelings about her dedication and
genuine concern...I made the decision
to have the vent removed the next day,
via Kathy’s wishes not to be kept alive
when nothing else could be done. Amy
cried with me, and hugged me just as
though she were part of the family.”
His letter praised not Amy’s technical
skills; I imagine he expected that of an
ICU nurse. He acknowledged her sharing in their experience; his definition of
caring. When a nurse loses the ability to

feel and give as Amy gave, we often say
that nurse is “burned out.” Burnout is
not caused by caring too much, contrary
to popular belief. Christina Maslach
defines burnout as the loss of human
caring and sees that recovery occurs
with the return of caring (5).
Many of the stresses in the health care
environment may contribute to being
overwhelmed, to losing the ability to
care, to ‘burning out.” As we integrate
concern, compassion and involvement
in our practice, we must be open to
and accepting of support and help
from colleagues.Those of
us who have survived the
stresses must help the next
generation of nurses learn
that caring is the essence of
nursing.
The faces of this caring
can be many and varied.
Whether we are providing
physical care or listening
to a patient’s pain, we have
the opportunity to connect
interpersonally, to make a
difference.This is a powerful relationship we have:
giving to and learning from
our patients. We can assist
patients and families move
from separation and isolation to connectedness. We
can share in their celebrations as well as
their sadness.
In doing so, we must also care for
each other. Patients are not cared for by
a nurse, but nurses.This is an important
nuance to recognize and appreciate.
How we relate to one another, how we
reach out to each other ultimately affects that relationship with the patient.
Florence Nightingale recognized the
importance of this in 1881 when she
issued a challenge to the nurses and
students at St.Thomas: “We all see how
much easier it is to sink to the level of
the low than to rise to the level of the
high: but dear friends ail, we know how
soldiers were taught to fight in the old
times against desperate odds: standing
shoulder to shoulder and back to back.
Let us each and all realize the importance of our influence on others – stand
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Integration of Caring: Revisiting the 1993 McCorkle Lecture
Continued from page 3

Brenda Nevidjon, MSN, RN, FAAN

shoulder to shoulder and not alone, in
good cause.”(6)
As we face the transformation of
the health care system, we will need
to stand shoulder to shoulder in good
cause. And, our cause is the care of
patient and families. As was said in the
keynote, we are frontline witnesses
to the ramifications of health policies
and to the changes in the health care
environment. We will be among the
first to know if the reforms remove the
ability for us to meet our promise to our
public- caring.
Let us integrate innovation to build
the future of health care, but let us also
remember to integrate caring, to preserve our future. Let us use the knowledge that the one caring is also enriched
by the process to dispel the myth that
caring can be bad for our health. Let us
remember that science and technology
are tools for caring. Let us remember
that caring is a profound act of hope,
which sets up a trust where help can be
given and help, can be received.
Oncology nurses make a difference,
every day in the lives of people experiencing cancer.Thank you for caring - for
your patients, their families, and each
other.
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eing invited to revisit the lecture
I gave at the PSONS 15th Annual
Cancer Nursing Symposium has
been a unique gift of reflection. As I
read the paper in the PSONS Quarterly,
I found myself mentally categorizing
what had and hadn’t changed and thinking about what was new. Following are
my thoughts.
The essential message in my lecture
was the importance of caring as central to who we are and what we do as
nurses. That has not changed. In fact, I
believe that is the basis for the Gallup

challenging us in 1993, all seem relevant
today: complex work environments,
escalating health care costs, technology
and scientific advances, ethical dilemmas, and a new administration that
promised change. The new administration was the Clinton administration
and the American Nurses Association
(ANA) offered its agenda for health care
reform. As we know, history repeated itself with the Obama administration and
again ANA and other nursing organizations engaged in discussion with how to
improve health care.
One of the controversies I noted was
on assisted suicide for terminally ill
patients. Although some of the debate
around this sounds the same 21 years

Compassion Fatigue

Burnout

B

Unique form of burnout (Joinson)

A psychological syndrome characterized by
overwhelming exhaustion, feelings of cynicism,
and a sense of ineffectiveness or lack of accomplishments. (Maslach)

Related to a person/people

Related to a situation

Stressors: work environment, patients’ physical
and emotional needs, and personal life

Stressors: busy, heavy workloads, time pressures,
conflicts, occurs in environments where nurses
feel powerles, not meeting professional or
personal expectations

Symptoms include: feeling tired, depressed,
angry, apathetic; isolation from others or usual
activities; increased substance use; somatic
complaints

Symptoms: feeling tired, depressed, angry,
apathetic; isolation from others or usual activities;
increased substance use; somatic complaints

Loss of nurturing ability: subtle, chronic decline
in caring and concern for others (at work or at
home); exhausted ability to be compassionate;
compassion stress that exceeds nurses’ resilience/endurance leads to compassion fatigue

A profound sense of demoralization, diminished
caring, exhaustion, diminished interest, physical/
psychological/behavioral symptoms

Personal and workplace strategies to minimize
risk

Typically resolves after a break from the
workplace

Adapted from Nevidjon presentation, Coping with Compassion Fatigue as a Nurse Leader, 2/2013

survey results, which show nurses as
the most trustworthy profession since
Gallup began asking about nurses in
1999. Only in 2001, when firefighters
were included, has nursing not been in
the top position. (1) This ranking is not
only an honor, but should be foundational to our advocacy efforts within
our organizations and at the local and
national political levels.
As I reviewed the list of environmental factors that were impacting and
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later, there have been changes; four
states have physician assisted-suicide
laws. The recent headlines about Brittany Maynard’s decision to use Oregon’s
assisted-suicide law brought a face and
story to this issue. (2)
One factor that I suggested contributed to the complexity of the
work environment was the increasing
documentation requirements. That has
not changed, but how we document
Continued on page 5

of the disease but 110 of the sailors on
the other ships—or 40 percent— had
succumbed to the dreaded malady. With
such clear and compelling evidence,
one might have expected the British
Navy to begin immediately administerJack Uldrich
ing lemon juice to sailors. It did not.
Editor’s note: I had the amazing opportunity to hear Mr. Uldrich speak at the 2014
Nearly a century and a half later, in
ANCC Magnet Conference in Dallas Texas. As he shared his knowledge and insights, I
1747,
James Lind, a British Navy physibecame more and more intrigued by the concept of unlearning. Jack offered the audience
cian who was familiar with Lancaster’s
members new ways to think outside the box and unlearn learning. He challenged us to
work, carried out the first example of a
look at our past and our present with a keen eye to successfully navigate and shape our
truly controlled clinical nutrition study
nursing future. Jack Uldrich is a renowned global futurist, independent scholar, soughtafter business speaker, and best-selling author. These two “Unlearning Lessons” have been
of the disease. He prescribed oranges
reprinted with Jack’s permission from his website “Jump the Curve,” which can be found at and lemons to patients suffering from
http://jumpthecurve.net/.
scurvy and found they were cured in a
matter of days. Six years later, in 1753,
Unlearning Lesson #1: Knowledge correlation to reality.The result is that
Lind published his seminal work,“A Treapeople commonly expose themselves to tise of the Scurvy.”
Can Kill, Unlearn or Die
“The most necessary part of learning greater risks for longer periods of time;
Armed with this well-documented
or, alternatively, they worry about the
is unlearning our errors.” — Zeno
and scientifically-controlled informawrongs things—such as being whisked
tion, one might again have expected the
uestion #1: Estimate the numaway by a flood or a tornado.
British Navy to make haste in
ber of people you expect to
If you wish to bolster your
prescribing regular doses of
die in the United States from
odds of surviving in the
citrus fruits to all of its sailthe following causes over the course of
future, unlearning could be
ors. It did not. In fact, it took
the following year:
critical as the following story
an additional 48 years for the
1. Homicides ____ or Suicides _____
highlights.
disease to be eradicated.
2. Floods _____ or Tuberculosis _____
In 1601, James Lancaster,
Why did it take the British
3.Tornadoes ____ or Asthma _____
an English sea captain, set
Navy almost two centuries
sail from England to India.
If you’re like most people you will
to adopt a new, albeit simple,
Jack Uldrich
Overseeing a crew of 278
rate the number of deaths from homimethod for a treating a
sailors on four separate ships,
cides, floods and tornadoes as being
disease which could have spared the
Lancaster conducted an experiment to
higher than suicides, tuberculosis and
lives of untold numbers of its sailors?
evaluate the effectiveness of a treatment A variety of factors were at work, but
asthma, but this is wrong. In fact, the
to prevent scurvy. He administered
numbers for the latter have been conprominent officials and the sailors alike
three tablespoons of lemon juice to the
sistently higher than each of the former
had different ideas for the best way to
members of his ship and left the crews
since records have been kept.
prevent scurvy and these erroneous
of the other three ships untreated—
The reason so many people get the
ideas prevented them from being recepeffectively creating a control group.
answer wrong is because homicides,
tive to new knowledge. In short, before
Halfway through his journey, Lancaster’s they could fully assimilate the new infloods and tornadoes are more vivid
experiment yielded startling evidence:
and easier to recall. Unfortunately, what
Continued on page 8
none of the sailors on his ship had died
people recall often bears little or no

Unlearning Lessons

Q

Integration of Caring
Continued from page 4

has. The adoption of electronic health
records has not reduced the time nurses
spend recording patient data and being
away from the patient. Today, as 21 years
ago, nurses may feel they are caring for
the documentation, now via computer,
more than the patient and family.
In addition to discussing caring of
patients and families, I touched upon
the importance of nurses caring for
themselves and each other. This has not
changed. However, our understanding

of burnout has resulted in a more recent
concept, compassion fatigue. They
are different phenomenon as the table
above shows.
In summary, the adage that the more
things change, the more they remain the
same seems to have some truth. Caring
was, is, and always will be the foundation upon which we build our practice,
our advocacy and our leadership.To
repeat part of the Florence Nightingale
quote,“Let us each and all realizing the
importance of our influence on others
– stand shoulder to shoulder and not
alone, in good cause.” (3)
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The Iowa Model of EvidenceBased Practice to Promote
Quality Care: Implications
for Oncology Nursing Care
Bob Chapman, RN, MN, CCRN

O

ncology nursing clinical practice of the past and the present may not have been nor be
based on the best available evidence.
Even in many of the settings that nurses
find themselves practicing, nursing
practice is based on tradition, sacred
cows, or established rituals. It is important that oncology nurses apply sound
scientific evidence across all practice
settings. It follows that the application
of evidence-based practice facilitates
sound clinical decision-making.
The Sigma Theta Tau International
Evidence-Based Practice Task Force
(2004) defines evidence-based practice
in nursing as the “integration of the best
evidence available, nursing expertise,
and the values and preferences of the
individuals, families and communities
who are served” (p. 69). Every aspect of
oncology nursing, from clinical nursing
education to nursing administration to
direct patient care, should be based on
the best available evidence.
Reavy and Travernier (2008) write
that beneficial outcomes of the implementation and use of evidence-based
practice by nurses include increased
ability to offer safe, cost-effective, and
patient-specific interventions.The authors further state that critical thinking
skills and leadership abilities can also
grow because of the use of evidencebased practice; it is a way for nurses to
become involved in change and regain
ownership of their practice.
A review of the literature (PubMed
and Ovid) revealed several models,
which exist to assist nurses to implement evidence-based practice and
include:
• The Caledonian Model
• The Iowa Model of Evidence-Based

6

Practice to Promote Quality Care
• Rosswurm and Larrabee’s Model
• The Stetler Model
The Iowa Model of Evidenced-Based
Practice to Promote Quality Care received the 2014 Magnet Prize, which is
awarded to a project that
• is an extraordinary innovation beyond the scope of the innovations that
are characteristic of Magnet organizations
• is nursing initiated
• involves all appropriate individuals
in its conception, and implementation,
including staff nurses and other services, as appropriate
• is transformative of nursing, patient
care, or the nursing environment
• is enduring
• can be replicated in other settings
• has demonstrated positive outcomes
empirically linked to the innovation.
A further review of the literature was
completed searching PubMed and Ovid
using the search terms “Iowa Model
AND Oncology” revealed the Iowa Model outlines the process for developing
an evidence-based practice project and
the effective utilization of the model
successfully promotes the integration of
putting oncology evidence into practice.
Alexander and Allen (2011) established a medical oncology fluid balance
measurement policy. Brown (2014)
illustrates the use of the Iowa Model in
oncology nursing. Farrington and colleagues (2010) developed an assessment
to help patients with oral mucositis.
The Iowa Model of Evidence-Based
Practice to Promote Quality Care has
implications for oncology nursing practice and should be strongly considered
when selecting an evidenced-practice
model to guide sound scientific decision-making.
Note: The Iowa Model of Evidence-
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Based Practice to Promote Quality Care
is Used/Reprinted with permission
from the University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics and Marita G.Titler, PhD, RN,
FAAN. Copyright 1998. For permission
to use or reproduce the model, please
contact the University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics at (319)384-9098.
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Unlearning Lessons: Many Have Difficulty Unlearning Old Knowledge
acteristic is that three-fourths of the
bined!
Impossible, you say? Not if you change mountain lies under water. Mount
formation they first had to unlearn their
Everest remains the highest mountain
your frame of reference and consider
old knowledge.
as measured from sea level to summit,
that since September 11, 2001 millions
It is easy to dismiss the scurvy case
but Mauna Kea is the tallest as measured
of Americans have decided to forego
as an isolated example from history and
from the bottom its base to its top.
flying and instead chosen to drive to
chalked it up to poor scientific knowlBoth the question and the answer serve
edge, the slow diffusion of new informa- their destination. In this light, the numas a useful metaphor for the concept of
bers become more plausible because,
tion, bureaucratic inertia or just plain
unlearning, which I define as follows:
stupidity. Unfortunately, the British Navy statistically-speaking, driving is far more
unlearn; v. [the act of unlearning; verbal
risky than flying. In fact, an estimated
isn’t alone in its slowness to unlearn.
n, to unlearn]
1,710 (and counting) more Americans
Consider the case of Australian physi1. the act of releasing old knowledge.
have died in automobile accidents than
cian Barry Marshall. In 1984, Marshall
2. to see the world not as one would
otherwise would have if only those
traveled to Brussels, Belgium to a prestilike to see it, but as it really is.
travelers had chosen the safer method
gious conference of ulcer specialists to
3. to be un-uninformed.
of travel—flying.
present his research suggesting ulcers
4. to acquire wisdom either by
Alas, before people can accept that airwere caused by bacteria. His presentareplacing old information which has
planes are more likely to get them safely
tion was greeted with laughter because
been supplanted by new knowledge or,
to their destination, they first need to
the audience of ulcer experts judged
alternatively, by relinquishing known
unlearn that driving is safer than flying.
the idea so preposterous.
falsehoods.
This isn’t an easy or even natural thing
A year later, Marshall (after drinking
Unlearning is a critical skill, especially
to do but, just as sucking on a lemon has
a vial of bacteria) returned with even
in today’s world of rapid and acceleratmore compelling evidence and this time saved and prolonged the lives of numering change.To understand
was shouted down with
why, consider this: sciena chorus of boos by the
tific and technical knowlgroup. It took the American
edge is now doubling every
Medical Association a full
seven years.
decade before it accepted
This may sound a tad
Marshall’s research and
astounding until one
announced the vast majorconsiders that there are
ity ulcers were caused by
now 6 billion-plus people
bacteria and not by stomach
populating the globe and
acids, stress or spicy foods
90 percent of the scientists
as leading ulcer experts
Mauna Kea, not Mount Everest, is the tallest mountain in the
ever to roam the planet are
had erroneously believed.
world from its base to its summit.
alive at this very moment.
In 2005, Marshall and his reMoreover, these scientists and their
searcher partner, Dr. Robin Warren, were ous sailors roaming the high seas, so too
can unlearning prolong and, maybe even, growing legions of students are addawarded the Nobel Prize in medicine.
ing new knowledge in fields as varied
save your life.
This begs the obvious question: Why
Assignment #1: Research the following as biotechnology, chemistry, genomics,
were hundreds of thousands of ulcer
material science, nanotechnology, neuropatients treated with unnecessary, costly question:Which is the greater threat to a
science, robotics, quantum physics and
and often ineffective treatment for more child’s safety: your neighbor’s swimming
numerous other fields at a prodigious
pool or the unlocked gun in his closet?
than 20 years? The answer is because
rate.
many people, including highly educated Unlearning Lesson #2: Don’t
Aided in their quest, the world’s
medical specialists, have a difficult time
Climb the Highest Mountain
researchers and entrepreneurs are now
unlearning old knowledge.
“In some sense our ability to open the
armed with a bevy of sophisticated
It would be reassuring to think that
future will depend not on how well we
society has progressed much since 1984 learn anymore but how well we are able new tools capable of doing everything
from probing and plumbing sub-atomic
and that it won’t repeat similar errors
to unlearn.”–Alan Kay
particles deep inside the human body
in the future, but it would be wise to
Question #2: What is the
to visualizing the outer expanses of the
remain humble.To demonstrate, I’d like
world’s tallest mountain?
universe. Further accelerating matto share a mildly shocking insight with
Did you say Mount Everest? You’re
ters, these discoveries are now being
you: six times as many people died in
wrong.The answer is Mauna Kea and, as enhanced with the aid of wickedly powtheir cars as a result of the terrorist atmeasured from its base to its summit, it
erful supercomputers and then shared
tacks on September 11, 2001 as did in
is 33,465 feet high—or 4,436 feet taller
with fellow researchers on the other
the planes that crashed into the World
than Mount Everest.
side of the globe, via social networks
Trade Towers, the Pentagon and in the
Mauna Kea’s distinguishing charContinued on page 9
rural farm field in Pennsylvania—comContinued from page 5
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Continued from page 8

and wireless and fiber optic connections, in the proverbial blink of an eye.
One often overlooked implication
of this growing tsunami of scientific
knowledge is that as impressive as our
knowledge base is today; it will represent only half of what society will know
in just seven short years and a mere 25
percent in 14 years.
To get a glimpse of the near future, it
helps to go back in time two doublings
(or 14 years) and consider how advances in just two fields—semiconductors and fiber optic bandwidth—have
enabled the creation of the cellphone
and Internet and how those devices, in
turn, have transformed society.
If you think of future knowledge

as an iceberg and that portion of the
iceberg which lies above the water can
be thought of as representing existing
knowledge.That portion which resides
below the water is the equivalent of future knowledge. And, just as the hidden
part of Mauna Kea causes many people
to overlook the fact that it is the tallest
mountain in the world, future knowledge will also cause people to overlook
obvious trends which will impact their
businesses.
Unless, that is, they are open to unlearning.
Unlearning, unfortunately, is neither
a natural skill nor is it an easy one to
acquire and it is here that the metaphor
to an iceberg is particularly apt. Imagine
you are the captain of a ship entering

waters conducive to the creation of
icebergs.To survive it is important to
beware not only of the presence of the
growing number of icebergs, you must
also understand that—by an order of
magnitude of two— the greater threat is
that portion of the icebergs, which are
submerged but can’t be seen.
And just as a modest-sized iceberg sank
the “unsinkable”Titanic, the growing
number of future “icebergs” (e.g. biotechnology, nanotechnology, robotics, the
semantic web, RFID, quantum physics,
etc.) will similarly take down the most
“unsinkable” of industries.To avoid this
fate, it’ll be necessary to change course
quickly and often, and unlearning is an
essential skill every leader and organizaContinued on page 11

Editor’s Notes: Share and Move Through Loss by Being Present
Continued from page 2

Hearing the words grieving and growth
in the same sentence sounds surprising.
People have survived the loss of a loved
one for centuries. However, the process
of moving through intense emotional
pain remains private and misunderstood. Simply put, grief is a normal and
natural response to loss. As a result of
the profound loss of my mother, I strive
to be present.
Being present is more than placing
myself at the bedside. It’s an honest
sharing and offering of the self to those
who are grieving. During the course of
my nursing practice, I learned how to
apply therapeutic self-disclosure, which
is a clinical tool that helps to weigh
the risks and benefits associated with
telling patients and families personal
information. With the loss of my mother,
I gained the ability to be present. I
changed my clinical idea of therapeutic
self- disclosure. I realized what families valued most was my own sense of
humanity. Moving through loss is about
sharing. If a family requests prayer, then
I pray. If they request to be alone, then
every effort is made to respect privacy.
If a relationship of trust is made, then I
grieve with them and share my tears.
Moving through the loss of my
mother helped me to uncover the
truth of my own fear and passion. My
fear is to die alone. No one should die
alone. My passion is to share and move

through loss by being present.The
delivery of bad news never gets easier.
I freely admit and share my humanity during those difficult times. While
being present, I find myself wondering
if the most important role that I play
is that of benefactor. As I look into the
liquid mirror of each person’s eyes, I see
someone I recognize, someone I have
always known - myself. I am reminded
of someone I loved - my mother. If grief
is the price that we pay for love…if it is
the cost of commitment, then we have
no choice but to be…present…for our
cups overflow…and we receive more…
it appears to me…than we ever give.
The idea of telling this story, associated with my past, resonates with my
present spirit. I can only imagine the
countless stories each of you as readers
could share. I am certain our individual
and collective pasts have similarities.
I also believe that each of us has the
power to tap into our own stories and
build community through sharing our
narrative assets.
Comparatively, I also think that we
must be careful spending too much time
in our past. For me, the first thing I do
is to simply recognize that I may linger
too long and this may prevent me from
being in the present, and what I may end
up doing is passing through my present
on the way to somewhere else and, in
doing so, I run the risk of missing this
moment; spending time in my present

means to stay here, right here.
My present marks the end of my
tenure as Editor of the PSONS Quarterly,
but I leave my present with the historical preservation of newsletters dating
back thirty-five years; an Oncology
Nursing Society newsletter award for
excellence in print media; a new PSONS
logo; a new PSONS Quarterly Newsletter
banner; and eight issues that have hopefully informed your oncology nursing
practice. My present has set the stage
for future editors. I sincerely thank you,
it has been an honor to serve as editor.
In closing,“Sometimes I’ve believed
as many as six impossible things before
breakfast,” said the queen in Lewis Carroll’s Through the looking-glass and
what Alice found there. Nurses, by the
very nature of their work, have powerful
stories to tell. These stories possess the
potential to entertain, to share our rich
nursing history and culture, to fan the
flames of knowledge, to persuade the
best intervention for a patient, to advance
the profession, to teach both inside and
outside our community, and to dream a
vision of the future. I highly encourage
each of you to tell stories. Oh how I look
forward to the impossible things each of
you believe before breakfast.
Reference
Carroll, L. (1965).Through the looking-glass
and what Alice found there. New York: Random House.
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Community Partner

Need to Talk About Cancer? It’s Always
a Good Time to Call Cancer Lifeline
Angela Beard, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Cancer Lifeline - one of the Northwest’s best kept secrets for anyone dealing with cancer - provides emotional
and financial support free of charge to
help those on the cancer journey build
the strength they need and to enjoy the
best possible quality of life.
Cancer Lifeline’s mission is to optimize the quality of life for all people
living with cancer. Our organization was
founded in 1973 by Gloria Gutkowski, a
cancer patient who launched a telephone lifeline to provide information and support for people living
with cancer. Over the next 25 years,
our services expanded to include
emotional support services until
eventually we opened our Greenlake
headquarters, the Dorothy O’Brien
Center, in 1999. We now offer a wide
range of emotional and financial support on-site at our Greenlake facility
as well as at three hospital locations in
the area: UW Medicine Northwest Hospital, EvergreenHealth and UW Medicine
Valley Medical Center. Our 24-hour telephone lifeline has a national reach. We
celebrated our 40th anniversary in 2013,
providing more than 14,000 points of
support that year.
At Cancer Lifeline we work to alleviate emotional and financial difficulties
for people living with cancer. At no
cost to clients, our 24-hour telephone
lifeline, our movement, nutrition, creative and practical classes, our support
groups, and financial resources all help
to combat anxiety, depression, fatigue,
social isolation and fear of recurrence
that patients, survivors, caregivers and
others affected by cancer commonly
experience.
Early in our history, we determined
four basic needs that we found callers
typically looking to fulfill: information,
inclusion versus isolation, choice and
10

control, and the need to express feelings
without judgment.The full range of services that we offer addresses client need
in all four areas, and for each client,
improvement in a personalized combination of these areas cultivates true empowerment and a sense of satisfaction.
Cancer Lifeline operates with the full
dedication of 12 full-time employees
and a 14-member Board of Directors. We
contract with more than 60 professionals to facilitate groups and classes and
approximately 75 volunteers serve in a
variety of capacities such as staffing the
24-hour Lifeline, assisting with events

and special projects, and providing
administrative support. All of our staff
and partners are genuinely enthusiastic
about Cancer Lifeline and fully committed to helping us achieve our mission;
100% of the Board contributes financially to the organization each year.
The stories of Cancer Lifeline’s impact
on peoples’ lives are best told by our
clients themselves. One of our program
staff had this interaction with a family
dealing with a recent diagnosis:
Bruce was a young man whom I
spoke with several times in 2 weeks.
He called the Lifeline originally for
financial assistance. His mother was
just diagnosed with lung cancer, and he
called 211 to see what kind of help he
could receive. Because his mother only
speaks Chinese, Bruce was acting as her
advocate and translator. He was very
interested in learning what other services are out there, and how he could
educate himself more about the cancer
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and what his mother may go through so
that he could communicate the information with her. I sent him the CL catalog
and he was very excited about all of our
services. I referred him to ACS and CIS
for medical information, which he found
very helpful. I also connected him to
the Korean Women’s Association, who
were able to provide his mother with a
translator for all of his hospital appointments and volunteers to help her in her
house. Meanwhile though, Bruce was
struggling with the weight of it all and
felt very overwhelmed. He had trouble
sleeping, eating, and going to work.
He spent so much time researching
so that he could appear calm to his
mother, whom he did not want to
worry. His grandmother (who raised
him), had died of cancer years before,
and the family was disconnected
or on rocky terms. He had recently
ended a relationship and his friends
who don’t know how to support him
emotionally. He was very appreciative
of my calls though, especially when I
called after he saw his mother or right
before his first chemo appointment.
He said,“of all of the organizations and
people I have had to talk to during this
ordeal, you have been the most helpful...
You have yourself invested, and I can
tell you really care.” I think that being
able to connect with someone who was
there to just listen for him gave him the
strength to be there for his mother.The
last time I spoke with him was right
after his mother’s first chemo appointment, and he said he felt much better
knowing what the process was going to
look like, and that somehow it would all
be ok.
If you or someone you care about
need to talk about cancer, call Cancer
Lifeline at 206-297-2500 or 800-2555505. We are available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. For more information,
check our website at cancerlifeline.org
n

sustained behavior changes are more
likely when motivation comes from
am thankful to the PSONS for the
within the patient. S.M.A.R.T. (Specific
scholarship that allowed me to
Measurable Attainable Realistic Timely)
attend the Second Annual Scripps
goals based on what is important to the
Cancer Care Symposium: A Nursing &
patient will lead to positive outcomes.
Advanced Practice Provider CollaboraDr. Bonakdur recommended reframtion. I encourage anyone who has not
ing the messages we provide to our
attended a nursing conference to apply
patients. Rather than dictating,“if you
for one of these scholarships. Whether
don’t xyz (something bad will happen)”
you attend PSONS Sympotry inviting the patient by
sium, ONS Congress, or some
asking,“Would you be able to
other national nursing conferfit xyz into your busy day?”
ence, it is truly inspirational
This opens a conversation
to see and hear what incredthat allows you to evaluate
ible things nurses are doing
the patient’s level of interto improve patient outcomes
est and perceived barriers.
and advance the profession of
If met with resistance, the
nursing. Not to mention, it’s
nurse could then change the
fun! Taking care of oncology
expectations and offer hope.
patients can be both physiThink of a patient who
cally and emotionally exhaust- Jennifer Lambarzi would benefit from some
ing. Taking the time out for
daily exercise who cannot
yourself to have some fun is not only a
afford to join a gym or buy a treadmill;
good idea, but there is data to prove it is who does not have time for exercise
good for you.
in their schedule of work, family, and
At the Scripps Symposium, Dr. Robert cancer treatment. This patient may have
Bonakdur, Director of Pain Management
heard that people need 30 minutes of
at the Scripps Center for Integrative
exercise every day to stay healthy and
Medicine delivered an excellent presenfound this discouraging because even
tation on “Motivating Patients to Make
30 minutes seems impossible. If the inHealthy Changes”. He encouraged
vitation,“Would you be able to fit some
healthcare providers to embrace more
exercise into your daily routine?” is met
active listening and shared decisionwith resistance, alter the bar and offer
making to motivate patients. Studies
hope. “It doesn’t take much.There’s
reveal that improved outcomes and
evidence to show that 5-10 minutes of

exercise each day can make a big difference.”This may be just what’s needed to
help the patient set a S.M.A.R.T. goal.
Additionally, Dr. Bonakdur’s message is for healthcare providers to be
role models. When doctors and nurses
speak from experience and share their
personal strategies for wellness, then
patients are more motivated to adopt
new habits for themselves. It is very
powerful to share how you found ways
to work exercise into your busy day, stay
well hydrated, get a good night’s sleep,
eat healthy meals, and have healthy
snacks on hand. Here is Dr. Bonakdur’s
list of small changes you and your
patients can do to work towards better
health outcomes.
Try a little:
• More time (find time for the important
stuff, spend less time on TV/electronics)
• Less sitting
• More movement
• More berries
• More nuts
• More Mediterranean diet (mainly
plant-based foods, whole grains, healthy
fats-olive oil, fish/poultry, limited red
meat, red wine in moderation)
• More mindfulness (relaxation, yoga,
meditation)
When I signed up for the Scripps
conference, my goal was to come home
with some pearls of wisdom that could
be used to help the patients who come
through my treatment center. As it turns
out, taking care of self will help nurses
take better care of patients. Small steps
towards wellness, like 10 minutes of
exercise, a handful of nuts or serving of
berries all make a difference. I encourage you to check out Dr. Bonakdur’s list
above and see if you can work a “little
more…” into your routine.
n

new learning, however, resides the often
overlooked requirement of unlearning
but, just as the bulk of Mauna Kea or the
majority of an iceberg can’t be seen, it is
necessary to be aware of its need.Thus,
one of the first tricks to unlearning is
too simply acknowledge its existence
as a vital component of the broader
“mountain” of learning.
Assignment # 2: In 2001, Wikipedia
was created by one man beginning with
100 entries. In its tenth full year (2011),

over 684 million people access 10
million different encyclopedia articles
which were drafted by 75,000 individuals in 264 different languages. Describe
how knowledge providers such as encyclopedia companies and teachers have
had to unlearn as a result of Wikipedia?
For extra credit, describe how voice
and speech recognition technologies,
e-Books or social networking tools will
require further unlearning in the future.
n

Motivating Patients
(and Nurses) to Make
Healthy Changes
Jennifer Lamharzi, RN, BSN, OCN

I

Unlearning Lessons
Continued from page 9

tion must possess in order to safely navigate the future. Or, as Mark Twain, once
said about his time as a riverboat captain
on the Mississippi River,“Two things
seemed pretty apparent to me. One was
in order to be a pilot a man had to learn
more than any man ought to learn; and
the other was that he must learn it all
over again every 24 hours.”
In between the old learning and the
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PSONS Profiles:

Past, Present and Future
Jody Stroh, MBA

I

n keeping with the theme of this
quarter’s newsletter, I have featured
three oncology nurses. Each nurse
has graduated in a different era – the
70’s, the 90’s and the 10’s. Each was
asked to address the following questions in a 500 word essay:
• What was the climate/focus of on-

Candace Idso, RN, BSN, OCN

cology nursing at the time you were in
nursing school?
• Did you feel well prepared for your
career and/or how much was on the job
training?
• How has your perspective changed
and what do you expect for the future
of oncology nursing?
• Give one piece of advice for oncology nurses.
of second hand smoke exposure on the
job.“Healthy living”,“making healthy
choices” and “cancer screening” were
not a part of life yet. It was a time of
shift from patients being “cared for” to
being active in all aspects of their own

Each person did an incredible job
given the fact that you could easily
write an entire paper addressing these
questions.
I would like to provide many “thanks”
to Candace, Amy and Anthony who are
all very busy, but managed to find the
time to support the PSONS quarterly
newsletter.

of collecting, validating, analyzing
and interpreting of information about
Pacific Lutheran University, 1979
the physical, psychological and social
ursing was going from followneeds of a patient, the nature of their
ing physician’s instructions/
self care deficits, and factors influencorders to accessing, planning,
ing their condition”. I learned “what
intervention and evaluating when I
well is, in order to prepare to
graduated. Physicians were moving
recognize existing and potento relying on nurses to assess and
tial problems”. Yes, I remember
intervene with reporting verbally
what they said and gave to us. I
and in charting the patient care
have kept it all to this day in the
done and their response. Critical
many giant binders from each
Thinking was emerging, but resemester. We came with care
ferred to in statements like “complans and drug lists to sites that
plex problem solving and decisiondid not have them. PLU was
making leadership”. We wore all
ahead of their time. We went
white—dresses (no pants allowed),
to clinical sites 3-4 days a week
nylons, shoes (polished), school
and fulltime in the last semester.
pins and hats. I earned $6.54/
From Madigan Army Hospital to
hour as a nurse in 1979. Patient
Western State Hospital in the
survival in oncology was dramatilock-up ward. My Home Health
cally lower. Patients came into the
assignment was Well-Baby visits
hospital for cancer treatment and
with a teen mother who lived
stayed a long time. Concern for
in a small travel trailer in a
nurse safety handling chemo did
restaurant parking lot. The pronot exist. OSHA became “interestgram was self-paced and taught
ed” in the occupational risk in the
organization, prioritizing and
Candace Idso, on the left, shown graduating from
early 1980’s. Guidelines for hanPacific Lutheran University in 1979.
using your resources which predling chemo were written in 1986,
pared me well to transition to
but were not considered Standards,
care. DRG’s (Diagnosis-related group)
the real world as a nurse. Many things I
and as a result were not enforceable by became a part of our language in the
learned like SOAP charting, Care Plans
law. The red lights and sirens for safety
1980’s. The payment of care includand Primary Care, were instituted in
would not come for many years. Treating cancer care was changing. Previmy first few years after school. I was
ment became less surgery more drug
ously, the cost had not been a part of
prepared.
protocols. The amount of new drugs
a nurse’s day. Patients diagnosed with
My advice to oncology nurses: think
just kept increasing. Cancer prevenAIDS appeared in my first working year. of everything you learn as useful in the
tion was not common practice. The
My school was Pacific Lutheran Unifuture.
doctors, nurses and patients smoked
versity where they instructed learning
n
everywhere including in the hospital.
assessment as key. They defined AssessI did not smoke so was truly in the
ment as “the continuous, systematicContinued on next page
minority, a group who had several years critical, orderly and precise method
12
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Amy Christian, MSN, RN, OCN

student and as a senior student. When I
graduated from SPU I felt prepared for
BSN, Seattle Pacific University, 1990
the basics while also realizing I had a lot
MSN, Seattle Pacific University, 2013
to learn. I was blessed to have wonderful preceptors who were patient, kind,
hen I began my nurses trainand fun to work with. It was in that
ing I quickly learned from
environment that I developed a passion
my professors that “Holistic”
for teaching and mentoring
nursing was the latest and
others. Within five years
greatest nursing theory.
of starting my career as an
Our focus was how to
RN, the Seattle area went
deliver care to the whole
through huge layoffs due
patient; physically, mentally,
to an “overage” of nurses.
and spiritually. Our course
It was a difficult time for
work included basic nursmany of us as we had to
ing assessments and tasks
re-bid for positions and
along with how to conduct
change directions to find
spiritual assessments and
work.
perform massage therapy
Today, as a nurse manager,
with back rubs and feet
my focus is on creating an
massages as night time
environment that inspires
care. I spent the first year
Amy Christian
and nurtures my teams to
of college completing my
basic courses and was fortunate to be in always do their best. We work together
a program that gave students three years to deliver evidence-based, patient centered care, in a supportive professional
of practicum. In those days hospitals
environment that empowers one anallowed student nurses to be employed
other to think creatively to solve proband work on the units. I was fortunate
lems. We focus on shared leadership and
to work in local hospitals as a junior

team problem solving as we realize that
answers to our work flow challenges
come from the collective thinking we
do as a team. I want my teams to take
ownership of their work and their environment and to be proud of the work
they do.The future of oncology nursing
is going to become more challenging
in my opinion. We will be forced to do
more with fewer resources and take
care of high acuity patients in the outpatient setting. Infusion chemotherapy
will decrease and will be replaced with
oral oncolytics. Genomics and cellular
mutations of tumors will dictate the
type of treatment patients receive rather
than the origin of one’s tumor.
My advice for oncology nurses is to
never stop learning. Continue to challenge yourself to learn and grow and
reach outside of your comfort zone and
take on new experiences. If we stop
learning we will become resistant to
change and new technology. We risk
losing our passion and becoming less
effective in the delivery of care to our
patients.
n

Anthony Peyla RN BSN

be a part of its development.
As a new nurse, I feel that my real
education begins now and most of what
I will learn will be on the job. With that
being said, nursing is a second career
for me and I bring with me skills and
knowledge from my life and past
career that I feel are valuable and will
help me going forward. Additionally,
my wife is a cancer survivor and my
experience with her has taught me a
lot. I recognize that I have a tremendous amount to learn, but I have a
desire to learn and I chose oncology because it fulfilled me in a way
that other areas of nursing did not. I
found something that I feel passionate about and as a result I feel ready
to learn everything I can.
I don’t know that I am in a place to
give advice to oncology nurses, but
if I had to share something that I believe in, and that I think applies to any
situation, it would be to never lose ones
sense of humility or respect for the quality of work oncology nurses do. Without
this respect and humility, I think our
ability to progress as professionals and
humans significantly decreases.
n

W

Seattle University, 2014

O

I look forward to seeing develop further.
We have learned a lot about cancer
and from what I have learned about
the history of oncology we have made
significant advances. However, as with
life in general there is so much we don’t

ncology was not something
that was covered in great detail
during my nursing program.
However, I was fortunate enough
to have had the opportunity to do
a clinical rotation at Seattle Cancer
Care Alliance (SCCA) during my
senior year which was a tremendous
learning opportunity. As a result of
that experience I chose to do my
senior practicum at SCCA and will
begin their residency program in
November, 2014. During my time at
SCCA, I found there to be a focus on
holistic care, which was really great
to be a part of as well as I saw so
many positive results.The care being
given was so different from other
Anthony Peyla at his graduation this year.
environments I had been in and the
people receiving it were extremely apknow and understand. I feel strongly
preciative. I also saw an emphasis on tar- about the focus of maintaining the
geted therapies that minimize some of
humanity of people during their cancer
the adverse events of cancer treatment
treatment and being open to considerand an increasing acceptance and utiliing all possible methods of treatment
zation of alternative and complimentary and care. I am excited to see how oncoltreatments. I think these are all wonderogy changes going forward and grateful
ful advancements and areas of focus and that I am being given the opportunity to
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Oncology Nursing Core Competencies
For more information or to see more competencies visit:
https://www.ons.org/practice-resources/competencies
Copyright © 2014 Oncology Nursing Society (ONS)
As part of their mission to promote excellence in oncology nursing, ONS has developed role-specific core competencies for a variety of oncology nursing responsibilities.These provide the fundamental knowledge, skills, and expertise required for
nurses to perform proficiently in their roles.

Who Can Use the Role-Specific Core Competencies?
THE A-FRAME HUG
(Originally featured in the
Regional Oncology Nurses
Quarterly, Volume 8, No 2.
Spring 1985)

non-threatening
respectful
a connection

HUGS
by Kathleen Keating

Hugs are not only nice, they’re
needed.
Hugs can help to relieve pain
and depression, make the healthy
healthier the happy happier and
the most secure ‘ among us even
more so. Hugging feels good ...
overcomes fears ... eases tension
... provides stretching exercises if
you are short ... provides stooping
exercises if you are tall ...
Hugging also does not upset the
environment ... saves heat ... is
portable ... requires no special
equipment ... makes happy days

•
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
		

Oncology Clinical Trials Nurse Competencies
•
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		

The Oncology Clinical Trials Nurse Competencies outline the fundamental
knowledge, skills and expertise required for novice clinical trials nurses
(CTNs) perform proficiently in this role. Developed by a team of ONS
members who work in clinical trials, these competencies were the result of an
analysis of current literature and practice, feedback from practicing CTNs, and
expert review.
Designed with the novice clinical trials nurse in mind, these competencies
begin to address role standardization and serve as a resource for the development of position descriptions, training materials, evaluation processes, and
professional development plans.

Oncology Clinical Nurse Specialist Competencies
• The Oncology Clinical Nurse Specialist Competencies outline specialty entry		 level competencies for oncology clinical nurse specialists (OCNS’s) who care
		 for adult and late adolescent patients through the continuum of cancer care.
		 These should be used by clinical nurse specialists, educators, employers
		 physicians, nurses, and anyone else who seeks to understand the role of the
		OCNS.
• To develop this important guide, ONS convened a national validation panel
		 that included 23 representatives of nursing organizations and National Cancer
		 Institute-designated comprehensive cancer centers.The OCNS competencies
		 were reviewed and critiqued further by 63 oncology clinical nurse specialists.

happier ... makes impossible days
possible.
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Novice nurses who are identifying the qualifications they should possess or
acquire during their first one to two years in a role
Experienced practitioners who are standardizing the expectations and
requirements of a role
Administrators and institutions who are developing position descriptions,
training methods and materials, evaluation processes, and personal or
professional development tools
Nurses who are curious about how their position compares to ONS-developed
role descriptions
Our other competencies transcend specific roles to define the required skills
and responsibilities all oncology nurses need to transform nursing and cancer
care.These competencies empower the oncology nursing profession at
multiple levels.
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Treasurer’s Report
2013 budget, proposed 2014 budget and actuals through November 1, 2014

Income

2013

2014 Budget

Service Project
$235
$250
Advertising
$400
$400
Fundamentals
$30,332
$38,000
Membership
$4,858
$6,600
Monthly Educational Programs
$6,991
$7,000
OCN Review
$1,954
$2,500
Symposium
$58,514
$60,000
Newsletter - Award from ONS			

Total Income

$103,284

$114,750

Nov. 1, 2014

$410
$500
$57,084
$5,550
$7,872
$500
$72,586
$300
$144,802

Expenses		
Board Meetings
$1,590
$1,590
Chapter Fees
$558
$558
Donation to Charity			
Donation ONS Foundation
$1,000
$1,000
Fundamentals
$33,826
$38,000
Scholarships
$3,886
$7,800
Monthly Educational Programs
$12,747
$13,000
OCN Review
$1,078
$1,500
Newsletter
$10,068
$10,000
Office Supplies
$252
$250
Postage & Mailing
$255
$250
Symposium
$46,141
$46,000
$47,486
Vendor Relations Mailing		
Service Project
$1,568
$1,000
Nominating Committee Mailing
$14
$14
Travel to Leadership Weekend
$790
$800
Operations - Other
$507		
Bank Fees
$12
Website
$383
$1,500
President Travel to ONS		
$2,200
Survey Monkey			
Equipment		$1,803

Total Expenses

$114,675

$125,572

$1,301
$608
$500
$1,000
$30,004
$5,600
$10,694
$12,100
$153
$154
$110
$1,243
$1,812

Puget Sound Chapter of the
Oncology Nursing Society
Contact Information for
PSONS Board, Committees, and Project Teams
Please utilize the following email addresses for contact.
We want your input and would love to hear from our
members!
All board meetings are open to the membership.

Board of Directors
President: Lenise Taylor
E-mail: psonspresident@gmail.com
President-Elect: Sandra Olson
E-mail: presidentelect@gmail.com
Secretary: Jennifer Wulff
E-mail: psonssecretary@gmail.com
Treasurer: Heather Freeborne
E-mail: psonstreasurer@gmail.com
Immediate Past President: Reiko Torgeson

Standing Committees
Chairs are board members

Nominating Committee: Kay Walz, Chair
E-mail: psonsnominating@gmail.com
Membership Committee: Sandra Olson, Chair
E-mail: psonsmembership@gmail.com
Education Committee: Ann Breen &
Dana Scharfenberg, Co-Chairs
E-mail: psonseducation@gmail.com
Communications Committee:
Bob Chapman, Chair		
E-mail: psonscommunications@gmail.com
Webmaster: Angela Knox		
E-mail: psonswebsite@gmail.com

$1,096
$2,350
$295
$118,199

Total in Edward Jones			
$109,024
Total in Ameriprise			
$60,698
Checking			$27,834
Savings			$26,286

Research Committee:
Kathleen Shannon-Dorcy, Chair
E-mail: psonsresearch@gmail.com
Government Relations Committee: Vacant
E-mail: psonshealthpolicy@gmail.com
Symposium Committee: Juanita Madison
E-mail: psonssymposium@gmail.com
Oncology Nursing Education Cooperative
Committee: Lenise Taylor
E-mail: psons.fundamentals@gmail.com

Project Teams

Vendor Relations: Mary Jo Sarver &
Lisa Westmoreland
E-mail: psonsvendors@gmail.com
Community Service: Nancy Thompson
E-mail: nancy.thompson@swedish.org
Scholarship: Mona Stage
E-mail: psonsscholarship@gmail.com

Visit our Facebook page:

Follow us on Twitter:

https://www.facebook.com/pugetsoundons

@PugetSoundONS

Letters, articles and announcements are requested from all PSONS
members and other readers on topics of interest to the membership.
Submissions and questions should be sent in electronic format to
psonscommunications@gmail.com. Neither the Puget Sound
Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society, the Oncology Nursing
Society, the Board of Directors, nor the American Cancer Society assumes responsibility for the opinions expressed by authors. Acceptance
of advertising does not indicate or imply endorsement by any of the
above-stated parties. The PSONS Quarterly is published four times a
year by the Puget Sound Chapter of the Oncology Nursing Society with
the support of the American Cancer Society. To contact the PSONS
please communicate with above individuals or go to our website at
www.psons.org for additional information.
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Integration of Caring…
Preserving Our Future
Brenda Nevidjon, RN, MSN
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37th Annual PSONS Symposium
“Leading the Transformation of Cancer Care”
March 6 & 7, 2015
Lynnwood Convention Center, Lynnwood, WA

he theme of the PSONS 15th Annual Cancer Nursing Symposium
challenges us to integrate innovation into the building of our future.
As we cope with the changes in health
care and stay current with new treatments and technologies, we must
remember what is the health
of nursing’s future? We must
integrate caring to preserve
our future. Innovation and
technology alone will not
guarantee nursing’s future.
According to Patricia
Benner,“... caring is primary because it sets up
the condition where help
can be given and help can
be received.” (1) Think back
to whenever you decided to
be a nurse and recall what your
reasons were. Not too long ago, I
learned that for me the decision was
made in the fourth grade. My mother had
saved an essay I wrote, and in my fourth
grade style I described wanting to be a
nurse to care for other people. I wrote
not about the physical care, but the emotional, interpersonal relationship.
Caring has always been central to my
definition of nursing. It is the foundation
upon which I have added my scientific
knowledge and clinical skills. It is the
source of my deepest feeling of satisfaction in the work we do.
Madelaine Leininger wrote that caring “... is one of the most crucial and

essential ingredients for health, human
development, human relatedness, wellbeing, and survival.”(2) Although the scientifically researched knowledge base of
caring is limited, there are studies that
indicate we cannot take for granted that
what we do is perceived by patients and
families as being cared for.

In the oncology literature, Patricia
Larson has researched caring behaviors
as defined by patients being treated
for cancer and by the nurses caring for
them. (3) Her results, which she shared at
a PSONS Symposium several years ago,
showed that how patients rank caring behaviors differs from what nurses
perceive as caring behaviors. Deborah
Mayer repeated this study with similar
results. (4) Caring remains somewhat
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of a nebulous term, but if I may adapt
from Margo McCaffery,“Caring is what
the patient says it is.” Our challenge is
to find out what that is and to care for
the patient by his or her definition.This
begins simply by beginning a relationship in which, as Benner said, help can
be given and received.
In my current position, as well as past
management roles, I have had many
opportunities to learn from patients
and families about what caring is not.
Any of you who have dealt with “complaints” have had similar experiences.
As I have listened to complaints through
the years, I have noted that typically the
technical skills or scientific knowledge
are not the focus of the complaint.
Commonly, it is the interpersonal events between the patient
and family, which is the source
of dissatisfaction. Caring,
which allows us to form a
union with another person,
seems to be missing. Patient
and family descriptions of
events that symbolized “not
caring” have included:
• the nurse not introducing
her or himself
• the nurse not telling what is
going to happen
• the nurse giving the impression
of leaving the room upon entering
the room
• the nurse not listening
• the nurse being in a hurry, being
		 abrupt, being rude
A number of environmental factors
can make caring difficult but should not
make caring impossible. Some of those
factors which impact and challenge us
are:
• Whatever the health care institution
in which we work, it has become more
and more complex. We deal with complicated internal bureaucracies, made
Continued on page 3

